Security
Academy

Minimalize expenses,
MAXIMALIZE knowledge
In today’s world companies have two key
assets- Information and People. These two
correlate and enhance each other’s value.
Education of employees on how to treat the
information of your company is a key element of protecting what is important to you.
We bring AEC Security Academy to educate
employees and raise awareness of cybersecurity threats we see every day.

AEC Security Academy
Is learning management system providing an
environment for your employee’s learning and
development:

Manage users
Import user, create groups, view their profiles

and send manage e-mail notifications directly
from the platform.

Choose courses
Pick courses that suit best different user groups.

Don’t spend hours on fixing IT incidents.
Create knowledge and avoid them

Whether it is a beginner in security or an IT
developer, HR manager or assistant.

Send phishing campaigns
Schedule a phishing campaign to test the ability

of employees to recognize phishing in a save
space. Educate those who fail so that they learn
and improve.

Report results
See the results and statistics of courses and

www.aec.cz

campaigns and watch the learning process of
your company and every individual.

Security Academy

Courses

About AEC

Our courses focus on the critical spheres of cybersecurity:
Basics of information security
Mobile device security
Intermediate Information security
Law compliance
Social hacking
Phishing
SSDLC
—
—
—
—
—

Three levels of proficiency to target all your employees
Assignment of different courses to different groups of employees
Interactive and gamified attention-catching content
Testing as a part of every course to provide feedback and proof knowledge
Access to certifications, reports and statistics to track results

Phishing platform
Integrated directly to the e-learning platform
Different types of campaigns: active threat, attachment-based phish,

business e-mail compromise
Covering the whole process- Planning, Scheduling, Tailoring template and
scenario, Launching campaign, Reporting results
Automated assignment of e-learning to users who fall for phishing
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Education

AEC is a premium brand within
the Cleverlance Group. We have
a strong position in the information security market, where we
operate for almost 30 years. We
proudly hold this position and sustain it with our professional work,
accountable attitude to all tasks
and results we bring. We offer a
long-term relationship based on
knowledge, understanding, and
mutual trust to our clients and
employees. Our employees are
experts in different fields of IT
security and the combination of
their proficiency and experience
is what creates a synergic effect in
AEC and makes it great.

Change of
behavior

Customize your experience
Possibility to order custom-made courses tailored to your needs
Customization of user interface with your brand

Choose the best solution for you
In cloud
Sit back, relax and we will govern the e-learning process for you.

On- premise
 e install e-learning platform into your premises, create administrator and you
W
can: Import and manage users, assign courses, create reports, plan the education
process, send notification e-mails. All with our support and maintenance.
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